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A/AC.138/SR·7

OPENING OF THE SESSION

The CHAIRMAN declared open the .. third session and expressed the hope

that agreement would be reached at the session on matters of substance and on

recommendations to be submitted to the twenty-fourth session of the General

Assembly.

to

.
He asked the United states representative to convey the congratulations of

tbe Ccrmmittee to the United states Government, the three astronauts and all those

associated with the Apollo 11 space flight and the moon landing.

Mr. PHILLIPS (United states of America) thanked the Committee for its

message of congratulations.
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ORGANIZATION OF WORK

-

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to corsider hou it should proceed

with its work. Information on the vlOrk progranunes' of the Legal Sub-Committee,

the Economic and Technical SUb-Corrmittee and the main Committee itself was

provided in documents A/AC.138/SC.l!3, A/AC.138/SC.2/5 and A/AC.138/8. The

Committee had before it a report by the Secretary-General on machinery for the

promotion of the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed

and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction (A/AC.138/12

and Add.l) and a -Draft CClXprebensive Outline of tbe Scope of tbe Long-Term

and Expanded Programme of Oceanic Exploration and Research," prepared by the

SpeciaJ. Working Group 01' the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)

on the Long-Term and Expanded Progra~~e (A!AC.138/14). At the second session,

the view had been expressed that the bulk of the work of the third sesGion

should be done by the main Committee. However, the report submitted to the

Legal Sub-Committee by the drafting group on the informal inter-sessional

consultations held in pursuance of a decision taken at the end of the second

session, would have to be considered by the Legal Sub-Committee itself, before

it could be discussed by the main Committee. He therefore suggested that the

Legal Sub-Committee should start work immediately. Another of its tasks would

be to consider the legal aspects of the Secretary-General's report on machinery.

The Economic and Technical Sub-ColTlmittee could meet concurrently and study the

questions listed in its programme of work for the third session (A/AC.138/SC.2/5).

For practical reanons, it might be necessary for the Economic an(1 Technical Sub

Committee to reverse the order in which the questions appeared in the programme
/ ...
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of work, and to start with an examination of the economic and technical aspects of

the Secretary-GeneralIs report on machinery. The SUb-Corrunittees would then report

to the main Conmittee, which would discuss any proposals made.

Mr. KOSTOV (Bulgaria) explained that, in the absence of the Chairman of

the Legal Sub-Committee, the inter-sessional consultations had been held under the

chairmanship of the Bulgarian Vice-Chairman of the Legal Sub-Committee. The

cons l,lltations, which had been completely informal, had been desi.gned to facilitate

the achievement of agreement on general principles and had covered all the

principles listed in paragraph A of document A/AC.138/SC.l/3. A report on the

consultations, showing the areas of agreement and points of disagre€ment, had been

prepared by an informal drafting group of six members and would be submitted to the

Legal Sub-Committee. There had been a genera.l feeling that the consultations had

been useful and that progress had been made towards the goal of a declaration of

principles for submission to the General Assembly.

Mr. PHILLIPS (United states of America) thought that the main Committee

should consider the Secretary-General's important report on machinery (A/AC.138/l2

and Add~l) as soon as possible, in order to allocate the various topics raised in

the report between the two Sub-Committees. The discussion in plenary could only

be of a preliminary nature, partly because the Secretary-General's report had only

recently been issued and partly because the formation of any definitive· views on

the whole question of institutional machinery should logically await agreement on

the general legal framework of which such machinery would be a part and within

which it would operate.

The Legal Sub-Committee should, at its formal meetings wld in informal contac~

among its members, take advantage of the opportunity which had been provided by

the useful inter-sessional consultations to make headway on the question of

principles. It was to be hoped that, before the end of the third session,

Mr. DENORME (Belgium), Chairman of the Economic and Technical Sub

Corrmittee, recalled that the Sub-Committee's programme of work for the third

session (A/AC.138/SC.2/5) had been evolved as a compromise solution. He hoped that

it would be agreed to reverse the order of the questions listed, but felt that

further consultations on the programme would be needed.
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Mr. PINTC (Ceylon) said that his delegation agreed in general with the

programme of work suggested by the Chairman. The main task of the Committee's

substantial progress would have been made towards an agreed declaration. The

Legal Sub-Committee might also, at the current session, have a preliminary

discussion of the legal aspects of the SecretarY....General's report on machinery.

The Economic and Technical Sub-Conunittee srould concentrate on continuing

,,,ark already sta,rted and considering the compreh'Dsive outline of the scope of

long-term programme of oceanographic research, 0.: vlhich the International Decade of

Ocean Exploration would be an important element. The \;nited states delegation

noted with considerable satisfaction the Expeditious manner in which the IOC had

responded to General Assembly resolutions 24]4 (XXIII) and 2467 D (XXIII). It was

"particularly pleased that representatives of the scientific community had met to

draft a report entitled "Global Ocean Research", which had served as a basis for

the outline in document A/AC.l38/l4. The close co-operation between international

agencies concerned with oceanic resE:arcL was highly commendable and augured well

for the success of the planning now in progress. The Economic and Technical Sub

Committee should also consider varlOUS aspects of the Secretary-General's report

on machinery. It bad already helped to define the problems to be taken into

account and the ecunomic and technical objectives to be attained by international

maehinery. It might be useful to consider those ma.tters further and, in

particular, to study the crit.eria to be devised regarding the size and duration

of claims and related problems.

As part of its efforts to provide the factual information needed for the study

of sea-bed resources ond as a supplement to the Secretary-General's report on

mineral resources of the sea (E/4680), the United States delegation was making

available to the members of the Committee a set of preliminary maps recently

published by the United states Department of the Interior showing the world

distribution of sub-sea r:1ineral resources, with an accompanying explanatory

p~phlet.

The Committee should also study the important subject of pollution. However,

oince it would be able to take only limited action at the current session, it

should not need to devote much time to the SUbject.

....
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third session, however, should be to formulate specific principles governing the

use of the sea-bed and its resources and to recorr.mend them for adoption by the

General Assembly at its twenty-fourth session.

August 17 would mark the second annivBrsary of the proposal by Malta to

include in the agenda of the twenty-second session of the General Assembly an item

concerning the reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and

ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and the use of their
~

resources in the interests of mankind. There had been various reactions to that

proposal: some Governments had been enthusiastic and others had been inordinately

cautious. The developing countries, however, had then seen and continued to see in

it enormous possibilities for alleviating the severe economic hardships besetting

them.

/ ...

Despite its immense importance, the idea of using the resources of the sea-bed

and ocean floor for the benefit of mankind as a whole bad so far failed to catch

the interest of the general pUblic. Most laymen and government policy planners

continued to regard the ocean floor as a remote ten'itory, and the idea of

utilizing its resources in the interests of mankind was viewed by most people as

an exotic notion. In actual fact, however, the tecbniques of extracting and

exploiting undersea resources had reached a high degree of sophistication, and

valuable undersea deposits of oil and minerals had been identified. As the

Committee "ras aware of the full potentie,lities of the idea, it was in a unique

position to take action to ensure that undersea resources would be used for the

benefit of all mankind.

The time had now come for the Committee to move e.bead in its Vl0rk, to aba.ndon

the conceptual and jtlrisprudential analysis whi.ch had occupied it for the last

eighteen months and to formulate the regulatory norms of cond'~ct that were to

govern activities on the sea-bed. With that end in vie"\'1, his delegation planned to

submit to the Committee the draft text of a declaration of general principles

governing the conduct of states in their activities with regard to the ocean floor.

The text would, he hoped, provide a useful ba.sif:' for discussion and enable the

Committee to focus its atten tj cm wJ th greater precision on the practical issue s

that needed to be clarified.
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With regard to the programme of work of the Legal SUb-Co~nittee, his

delegation felt that the current session should provide an opportunity for

detailed discussion of such practical problems r-J s the detp.rmi nRt.ion of' -t.hc ~;.l\ll..lt

of the coastal sea subject to national jurisdiction, the early adoption of a

treaty setting forth the principles governing tl,e use of the sea-bed, the.
establishment of appropriate international mach:!.nery and a specific progra~e

of work for the future. The task of highest priority, however, would be the

drafting of a declaration prohibiting the ,use of the sea-bed and ocean floor

for military purposes and a further declaration setting forth the general legal

principles applicable to the sea-bed. In his de~egation's view, the

Sub-Co~ittee could proceed to draft those texts "\·,ithout previously defining

the physical area to which the principles would apply. There should, however,

be a frank and public acknowledgement that there did in fact exist an area of

the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of n~tional jurisdiction, and

that the United Nations was legally empowered to propose legislation concerning

it.

Mr. ~!DELEVICH (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed with the

representative of Ceylon that the Committee at its current session should work

on a draft of specific principles applicable to the sea-bed and the ocean floor,

and he stressed that the Committee should aim at achieving practical results.

The matters to be dealt with by the Committee could, from the point of view of

the practical results likely to be achieved, be divided into three distinct

(Mr. Pinto, Ceylon)

categories.

The first category would include questions which had already been discussed

in some detail, and on which specific and practical proposals had already been

put forward. Even though there were still some areas of controversy, agreement

could be reached on such questions. The consultations held during the

inter-sessional period had shown that there was a substantial measure of

agreement on two questions in particular, namely, the question of the draft

declaration of general legal principles and the question of the reservation

exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor. A

concentrated effort on the part of all delegations vTould, however J be needed if

final agreement on those questions were to be reached at the current session.

t
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~. MENDELEVICH (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, in hia

delegation's View, it would be impractical to consider the question of

international machinery before the other items on the agenda. The net effect of

the United States proposal vTould be to delay the commencement of the work of the

SUb-Committees. The question of international machinery should logically be

considered by the main Committee after prior discussion in the Sub-Committees.

The second category included questions which had not been considered at

length by the Committee but had been discussed extensively by other organizations

within the United Nations family. One such question was the Long-Term and Expanded

Programme of Oceanic Exploration and Research; and the "Draft Comprehensive

Outline of the Scope of the Expanded Programme" prepared by the Special Harking

Group of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (A/AC.l38/l4) could

usefully be considered by the Committee at its current session. It was

regrettable that that very important doctiment was not yet available in French,

Spanish and Russian. The Se~retariat should make every effort to complete the

translations into those languages as quickly as possible. The Committee should

express its views on that question, and on the related question of marine

pollution, within the next few weeks and should submit its conclusions on the

subject to the General Assembly at its forthcoming session.

The third category of questions included those which had not yet been given

practicE:l and serious consideration by the Committee. The main item in that

categor;y was the report of the Secretary-General on the question of international

machinery (A/AC.138/12j. There could be a useful preliminary exchange of views

on that subject, but it 'was unlikely that any final settlement of the question

could be achieved at the present stage.

The CHAIR~AN recalled that the United states representative had

proposed that the main Committee should have an opportunity to discuss the

SUbject of international machinery at the very beginning of the current session.

If the United States proposal was adopted, the main COlnmittee would have to hold

another meeting without delay to discuss the Secretary-General's report

(A/AC .138/12) •
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Mr. ARORA (India) said he had originally agreed with the representative

of the Uni tad States tta t the Secretary-General t s report on the question of'

establishing appropriate machinery (A/AC .138/12 and Add.1) should be di.scussed

first in the main Committee. Parts of it could t.hen be referred to the

Sub-Committees, ,{hicn would report the results of their consideration to the main

Corr.mittee. Ho\.;ever, that procedure mieht mean that the same ground '-lould be.
covered twice. He therefore suggested that, first of all, the two Sub-Committees

should take up the programme of work proposed hy the Chairman, and that the

Economic and Technical Sub-Committee should begin by discussing the report on

the question of establishing international machinery and the IOC document,

while the Lee;al Sub-Committee ohould begin by discussing the question of le8a,1

principles and tal~e up the report lster. Both Sub-Committees could then report

back to the main Committee in about ten days r time.

He welcomed the ideas put forvlard by the representative of Ceylon, and his

express ions of optimism but thought it "¥lOuld be a mistal~e to overloo]\: the basic

differences of opinion, which existed ,·lithin the Comll1i ttee on almost every subject.

He kne,·, from experience, for eXflrJiple, that the phrose "the common heritac;e of

man1{ind" -i-laS shunned by many delegations and Vlould alienate them from any

declaration in wLich i t o~cnrred. vlhile he "/as in favour of dealing with the

question of principles fiG El, matter of urgerlc;', he dre", attention to the clifficulties

involved reerely in order to point out that the Corr~ittee must not expect to be

able to draft a set of principlEs nccEptable to everyone within five or six days.

Even when the princ iples were agreed upon, there 'Here all"ays d.ifferences of opinion

about the wording and interpreta,tion of the te x.t • F'urtherIilOre, although the

Committee should concentrate on the tr.J.81~ of' :fonnc.lating a declaration of'

principleE , it Et.oula. also ens u.re that suff'icieli't time was allocated to the other

equally import~~t questions before iC.

!ir. YANKGV (Bul1..~:3riu) said it would be a Good start to the session

if Loth the 3ub-Committees 1-;e1'e able tc begin 'vlorJ~ on the following day. The Legal

Sub-Committ(.le already had sorr:.e useful material br.;:t'ore it in the report of the

lnf (){'mal drafting e;l'Ou.p which, he hoped, would provide a sound basi s for considering

the quest 1.on of legal prfnciIJles referred to in operative paragraph 2 (a) of'

resolution 2467 A (XXIII). In con~;exion '-li tOn tha;l~ i tern the Legal Sub-Committee
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could consider the question of the reservation of the sea-bed for peaceful

purposes, 'Which was referred to in operative paragraph 3 of the same resolution,

and perhaps the question of marine pollution, though tb~t question could ce

considered separately later if members so wished. Next, it could tal~e up the IG"C

document or the Secretary-GeneralIs report on the question of establishing

appropriate machinery. He hoped that the present session, the main Objective of

which should be to produce agreed texts for submission to the General Assembly,

would serve to broaden the area of understanding in the Committee on the main

items under consideration, especially the question of legal principles.

The CHAIRMAN explained that it ,.;ould not have been feasible to prepare.. -

Mr. CULD DADDAH (Mauritania) said that he felt the present discussion-
,.,ould have been more frui tf'ul if' the Committee had had before ita document

sho,vinc; ,.That the Committee had done so far and the proposed programme of work for

the future. He agreed that the principles I'lhich seemed to have emerged from

the discussions in the informal working group were most useful.. Bach Committee

now had several i terns on its agenda, and it 'VIas time that some progress was made.

a document of the kind requested by the representative of Mauritania, since the

Committeefs officers had met only that morning to discuss the programme of work.

The aim of the present meeting was to decide in which order the items should be

taken up.

ttr. BEESLEY (Canada) said that he had no strong views as to how the

Corr.mittee should proceed, but felt it would be unfortune.te if its 1-lork were to be

hel,1. up by procedural discussions. In his vie,,, there were +~hl'ee main problem

areas: first, the legal regime, which would have to be based on a set of gener~_

principles and was closely connected 'vith all other aspects of the sea-bed question;

secondly, the question of boundaries which, in his delegation f s Vie"i'l, the Committee

should have discussed first of all if it had not been so complex and contentious;

and thirdl;)', the question of establishing international machinery to see that the

legal principles were applied. The second point '\vas important because, in order

to discuss particular areas of' the sea-bed, St8tes needed to l~now where the limits

of their nationl3.1 jurisdiction lay; and the third question was important because



Mr. PHILLIPS (United States of America), replying to a question by the

Chairman, said that he was prepared to agree to tIle programme of worl~ proposed by

the Chairman and to withdraw his suggestion that the Secretary-General's report on

the question of establishing appropriate machinery should be discussed first in

the main Committee.

~~. GAUel (Malta), Rapporteur, observed that the Chairman's proposals

seemed to be generally acceptable, and suggested that it would be most expedient

for the Legal Sub-Committee to begin its work immediately and for the Economic and

Technical Sub-Committee to start work as soon as its Chairman had held whatever

consultations he considered necessary to determine the order of items on its agenda.
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the principles would have no value unless they could be enforced. First and

foremoRt., however, the Committee must concentrate on making progress in the

formulation of principles, and the question of principles would have to GO

before the Legal Sub-Committee before it could be discussed substantively in tbe

main COITlmittee. In the meantime, the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee might
,

begin consideration of the roc document and of related questions such as that of

marine pollution. He felt that at the present stae;e it would be difficult to

begin a discussion of the Secretary-General. f s report on the question of establishing

international machinery (A/AC.138/12 and Add.l) either in the main Committee or in

the I,egal Sub-Committee, largely because no one yet l~new in which area or under

what legal regime such machinery would have to ope'rate. 'llhat item could perhaps

be left until the following week or later. Accordingly, he suggested that the

Legal Sub-Committee should begin by discussing the report of the informal drafting

group, and that the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee should take up the roc
document and perhaps the question of pollution.

(Mr. Beesley, Canada)

The CHAIRMAN restated his proposed programme of work for the two

Sub -Committee s and put it forma~ly to the CommittE"8 • Whatever order of work the

two Sub-Committees followed, they should be ready to present their conclusions to

the main Committee at about the sarr.e time. Since the laC document was not yet

available in all languages, the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee might not be

able to consider it immediately, but the Secretariat would be asked to expedite the

necessary translations.

I···
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The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m.

In reply to a question by the representative of Yugoslavia, he said that

the Legal Sub-Committee would decide for itself the order of items on its agenda

and the time to be allotted to each item, taking into account the progress of
work in the main Committee.

Mr. DEJAMMET (France) said that he supported the Chairman's suggestions.

His delegation, like others, was anxious that the important questions of marine

pollution and the reservation of the sea-bed for peaceful purposes should be

discussed, and felt that, in accordance with the programme of work adopted in

February 1969 (A/AC.13 8/ 8), those items came within the province of the main

Committee. They COUld, however, be examined by the Legal Sub-Com!nittee as well.

Mr. ARORJ1. (India) said that his delegation would consider the Bulgarian

representative·'s ic:eas concerning the programme of work, and would make some

suggestions of its own in the Legal Sub-Corr~ittee. In the meantime, it assurred

that the Legal Sub-Committee WOUld, in fact, be considering the items which the

Chairman had proposed for consideration hy that Sub-Committee.

The Chairman~s""pro~9Sa.ls concerning the programme of work were adopted.

a.

-
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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN

A/AC .138/SR.8

The CHAIRMAN expressed his appreciation to the members of the

Sub-Committees who had worked with unremitting zeal during the current session and

to their able Chainnen. Despite the great progress that had been made, it was now

apparent that the Committee had erred in estimating the time required for its

work. The Sub-Committees needed additional time to complete consideration of

their reports, and until they had done so the main Committee would be unable to

complete its own report for submission to the twenty-fourth session of the General

Assembly.

During its current session the Committee had given special attention to two

matters: the question of legal principles and nonns, which had been the major

concern of the legal Sub-Canmittee, and the question of inteIlnational machinery,

whose eeonamic and te~hnical implications had been extensively considered by the

Economic and Teehnic:;ll Sub-Committee but whose legal implications had not been

dealt with in detail by the legal Sub-Committee because of lp-cl\: of time. He

therefore sl\5t;Sested that the main Committee, after eC'l.\;J·iiterj,ug the reports of the

two 8utJ"Committees, should give priol.'.ity to rt il;..J~tlssion of the question of

intern~tionalmachinery, -fak.tue ~~·CJ. .crom the Legal Sub-Committee further

consideration (')£ t t~ l.egal aspects. Another reason for adopting that course of

a~ti"n t.Ta,5 tha.t the discussion in both Sub -Committees had made clear the need to

begin considering political implications, a task which would involve a synthesis

of the legal and the economic and technical aspects and should therefore be

carried out by the main Committee.

With regard to the future organization of the Cammittee1s work, he suggested

that henceforth all questions should be considered initially by the main Committee,

which could then, where necessary, refer specifie issues to the appropriate

Sub-Committee.

The other questions assigned to the main Committee related to peaceful uses,

eA~loration and research, inclUding the International Decade of Ocean Exploration,

a:"ld wLrine pollution. If time permitted, he would give members an opportunity to

make statements on any of those questions, but substantive consideration of them

~ould have to be deferred until the next session and they would not be dealt with

in the present report. In connexion with the first of those questions the

-
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Committee would 9 of course~ have to have before it a report on the relevant aspects

of the studies and negotiations undertaken in the field of disarmament.

Having regard to what had been accomplished so far and what remained to be

done, he suggested that the Committee should hold two four-week sessions in 1970~

one during the spring and the other during the summer. The Committee might wish to

hold the summer session in Geneva~ and he had therefore requested the Secretariat

to make the appropriate provision in the 1970 calendar of conferences.

LastlY, on behalf of the Committee he asked the United Kingdom delegation to

convey to Mr. Flemming, who had been involved in an unfortunate accident, best

wishes for a speedy recovery.

Mr. ,!HJ:LCHER (United States of America), supported by !ir~. KHAN~CHET

(Kuwait), proposed that the Chairman's statement should be issued in full as a

Committee document.

Mr~~ (Secretary of the Committee) said with regard to the financial

implications of the proposal that the cost of reproducing the Chairman's statement

in extenso would be about $90 a page.

Mr. DENORME (Belgium) and Hiss MARrIN-SANE (France) supported the

proposal and expressed .the hope that the Chairman's statement would be circulated

before the end of the current session.

It was so decided'.l/..........-----
REFORTS OF THE SUB-COMMI'ITEES

Mr. PROHASKA (Austria), Rapporteur of the Economic and Technical

SUb-Committee, said that the Sub-Committee was not yet in a position to submit its

report on the 'Work accomplished during the current session. Some eleven

paragraphs in its draft report still remained to 'be examined and adopted. The

members of the Sub-Committee were meeting informally and all delegations were doing

1:./ The full text of the Chairman's statement was issued as document A/AC.138/l6
and Carr.l.

/ ...
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their utmost to reach agreement on the outstanding paragraphs. He hoped to be

able to present the completed report to the Committee on the following day.

Mr. DENORME (Belgium), Chairman of the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee,

gave an account of the Sub-Committee' s work during the present session. Four

meetings had been 'devoted to a discussion on the Draft Comprehensive Outline of the

Scope of the Long-Term Programme of Oceanic Resea.rch, and four to a preliminary

study of the question of establishing appropriate international machinery. The

first-mentioned item was of particular importance in view of the forthcomir.~

meeting of the Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission, to which the summary

records would be transmitted. On the second item, in spite of the wide divergency

of views on the subject, the Sub-ComMittee's discussion had proceeded in a

constructive atmosphere - a fact which testified to the spirit of co-operation

whiCh had prevailed at the present session.

Having thus demonstrated that the Sub-Committee had used the time at its

disposal to the best advantage, he went on to explain why it had not been possible

to adopt the report during the two meetings .allocated for that purpose (there were

still about ten paragraphs awaiting final approval). In accordance with a tacit

agreement, the procedure for the adoption of the report was governed by a double

criterion. On the one hand, every delegation was entitled not only to have its

position recorded in the summary records but also to have its views re1fected in

the. report even if they were not shared by any other delegati-on. On the other

hand, the Sub-Committee had tried to avoid resorting to a : ~l vote on any

statement in the report. That meant that eves.·y delegation retained, as :1t were,

the prerogative to oppose any formulation or expression which was not in keeping

with its own views.

It had been rather difficult to reconcile those t,.,.,o requirements, particularly

because of the large membership of the Committee, the importance which delegations

. attached to the problem under consideration and their desire for exactitude in the

drafting of a document which was designed merely to reflect the tenor of the

discussions.

The fact that it had nevertheless been possible to reach agreement was due to

the high quality of the draft report, the length of the discussions and the spirit

/ ...
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of conciliation displayed by members. In the circumstances 9 he did not think that

the adoption of the remaining paragraphs would present any unsurmountable

difficulties. Informal consultations were at present in progress with a view to

producing an agreed text; and 9 as soon as a generally acceptable draft had been

produced 9 the Sub-Committee would meet to adopt its report and close its session.

Having been carefully studied by the Sub-Committee, the report should not require

lengthy consideration by the main Committee.

Th~ CHAIRMAN noted that the report of the Legal Sub-Committee was

likewise not ready for consideration by the main Committee, and he appealed to

the members of that Sub-Committee to make every effort to adopt their report

before the main Committee's next meeting.

OTHER MA'ITERS ALLOCATED TO THE MAIN COMMITTEE

Mr. SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago) said that his delegation was not

convinced that any substantial advance had been. made in the formulation of legal

principles to govern activities in the area since the meeting of the Ad Hoc

Committee at Rio de Janeiro. Disagreement still prevailed with regard to the

content and scope of the proposed declaration of principles. His delegation

favoured a declaration embodying a comprehensive, balanced and interrelated set

of principles, which T~uld provide an adequate regime for regulating aetivities

in the area and ensuring the orderly development of sea-bed resources. The

deliberations of the Corumittee had not, however, reached the stage where a

satisfactory agreed declaration could be submitted to the General Assembly, and

his delegation believed that the interests of the international community would

not be served by the adoption of a declaration which was so flexible as to be

open to misinterpretation or likely' to give rise to legal wrangling.

The Economic and Technical Sub-Committee had already adopted that part of

its report in which it identified a number of the economic and technical criteria

which the proposed international machinery should meet in order to ensure the

most effective u5e~ exploration and exploitation of the area. The essential

elements of those criteria were 9 in his d.elegation's opinion 9 the participation

of all States in the proposed regime$ proper resource management, adequa.te and

I ...
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effect:ive operational supervision, orderly and efficient development of resources,

the establisl1lnent of operational standards for the protection of human safety,

progressive and equitable sharinG of benefits by the international community,

measures to prevent pollution and conserve the living resources of the r.larine

environment, and proper marketing procedures,

His delegation held that the concept of the common heritace of lilankind,

because it meant that the oVlnership of tl~e area was not in doubt, 'was the focal

point for any future regime and machinery. From it "ere derived the principles

of equitable participation by all States in the administration of the area and

in benefits accruing from the exploitation of its resources and of non-appropriation

of the area or any part thereof by any State, individual or entity. Accordingly,

his deleg~tion supported the view that, until such tilile as appropriate and

adequate machinery was established, the area should be subject to the authority

of the U~ited Nations, which would hold it in trust for the international

community.

The future international machinery or agency would obviou~ly be unable to

undertake operational functions, at least in the initial stages. It should,

however, be e~powerec1 to autllorize competent pa~ties, on suitable conditions, to

undertake exploration and exploitat/ion projects. No mere registry systems could

effectively regulate activities :in the a:r:ea or enable the international community

to exercise the necessary control over it. The machinery to be established by

the United Nations should, in fact, have absolute title to the area and thus

possess full regulatory powers, 1tThile permitting the Illost economic exploitation

0:" its resources in the interests of all lllankind. An excellent set of criteria

for its licensing functions VTas outlinec1 in paragraphs 58-69 of the

Secretary-General's report on the subject (A/AC .138/12 and Add.l).. However, the

administrative r.1achinery or r' __ j.cy, with its adninistrative and legal functions,

should not be the same aB£; ::.y which operated the Fund, v1ith its econor:lic and

technical functions and specialized advisers.

I~iss ¥mTITlp-SANE (France) said tht she VTished to state her dele~ation's

views on item (iii) of' the Committee's proBrar:Jme of "ork (A/AC.138/8), which

related to the reservation for peaceful purposes of tIle sea-bed and the ocean
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floor. In endeavouring to distinguish between the Committee's responsibilities

in that connexion and those of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee, it was

useful to bear in mind tt-at "disarmament tl implied that stocks of weapons existed

which had to be reduced or destroyed whereas the Committee's concern was to

prevent the militarization of the area. The General Assembly had, in fact,

been conscious of that distinction when it had established a separate Committee

to study the reservation of the area for peaceful purposes as a ~~bject which was

not covered by current bilateral and multilateral disarmament negotiations. It

should also be noted that the Assembly had acted similarly in the case of outer

space.

Her delegation firmly supported the principle of non-militarization of the

sea-bed and the ocean floor and, in particular, the prohibition on the emplacement

of' weapons of mass destruction in that area. It believed, however, that due

account should be taken of the defence needs of coastal States, a requirement

which could best be met by fixing the limits of a coastal strip within which each

coastal State would retain its freedom of action. Moreover, a special regime

should be established for the shallow waters of the open sea, in which the defence

requirements of coastal States would be given due consideration.

Her delegation advocated international supervision as the only means of

ensuring impartial inspection arrangements which would be satisfactory.to all

States. It also believed that, .because of the pace of technological advance,

any agreement on the non-militarization of the sea-bed should be applicable

initially for a limited period and renewed by tacit agreement, but with provision

for periodic revision.

In conclusion, her delegation was glad to note the Chairman's assurance that

the Committee's programme of work for the 1970 sessions would provide for a full

discussion of the item.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY (A!AC.138!L.l)

Mr. GAUCI (Malta), Ral)porteur, introduced Part One of the draft report

(A!AC .138/L.l).

Part One (paras. 1-13 and Annex r) was adopted. sub.ject to drafting changes.

I ... I



After a discussion of arrangements for the work of the Committee and

its Sub-Committees during the remainder of the session, the CHAIRMAN suggested

that the Committee should defer a decision until the following meet1ng~.
It was so agreed.

A/AC.138/ SR•8

ORGANIZATION OF WORK
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The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.
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Held on Thursday, 28 August 1969, at 10.25 a.m.

Chairman:



!h!:.-meeting rose at 10.30 a.m.

The CHAIRMAN said he had learned that both the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee and the Legal Sub-Commi~tee had made considerable progress in the

consideration of their draft reports. Since no delegation wished to make a

statement on the question of the establishment of international machinery, the

meeting would be adjourned so that the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee could

meet immediately and adopt its report which, it was hoped, would be available

in appropriate form for examination by the Committee on the following day. In

an endeavour to complete its ~~rk, the Legal sub-Committee would meet that

afternoon.

-24-
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Held on Friday, 29 August 1969, at 10.45 a.m.

Chairman:
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REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL SUB-COMMITTEE (A/AC .138/17 )
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Mr. PROHASKA (Austria), Rapporteur of the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee, introduced the report of the Sub-Committee (A/AC.l38/l7). In that

connexion, he wished to recall the interim report adopted by the Economic and
,

Technical Sub-Committee at its spring session (A/AC .138/SC .2/6).

Part I of the report related to the consideration of progress achieved in the

exploration and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor,

and brought up to date the relevant parts of the report of the former Ad Hoc

Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond

the Limits of National Jurisdiction (A/7230).

Part 11 corresponded to the Sub-Committee's consideration of the ways and

means of promoting the exploitation and use of the resources, taking into

account the various phases of marine mineral resource~ development - the

establishment of basic documents (paras. 49-66), exploration of mineralization

zones and evaluation of their exploitability (paras. 67-75) and exploitation of

mineral deposits (paras. 76-100). Under that item, the Sub-Committee had

unanimously adopted an Indian proposal that the Secretariat should be requested

to prepare a study which would include a review of the measures taken by various

Governments with regard to the development of their continental shelf mineral

resources, in particular oil and gas, and the denominators which were common to

those measures.

Part III of the report related to the examination of the economic and

technical aspects of the draft comprehensive outline of the scope of the long

term and expanded programme of oceanic exploration and research, which took into

account the report of a Special Working Group of IOC (A/AC.l;8/l4). The Chairman

of IOC had addressed the Sub-Committee. The observations made at the end of the

discussion were set out in paragraph 121. The need for universal international

co-operation and systematic information was also stressed.

Part IV related to consideration of economic and technical aspects of the

report submitted by the Secretary-General pursuant to General Assembly resolution

2467 C (XXIII) (A/AC.138/l2 and Corr.l and Add.l). The Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee had examined various forms of machinery which could be set up,

basing itself on the relevant chapters of the SecretarY-General's report. A



(Mr. Prohaska, Austria)

summary of the observations made at the conclusion of the debate appeared in

paragraph 158.

The report of the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee (A/AC.I'58/l7) was

adopted.
t
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OTHER MATTERS ALLOCATED TO THE ~AIN COMMITTEE (continued)

Mr. PIN~ (Chile) said that, despite very intensive work at the current

session and during the earlier informal consultations, it had not yet been possible

to reach a consensus on legal norms and principles to govern activities on the

sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction or to take

decisive action on the question of international machinery for the application of

those principles. One ostacle had been the existence of two opposing schools of

thought, one of which had the support of the great majority in the Committee,

including the developing countries and some developed countries, while the other

had the support of a large minority, composed of the most technologically advanced

and wealthiest countries. The fact that no agreement had yet been' reached

concerning a legal regime for the area was an affront to the aspirations of the

great majority of countries and appeared to favour the interests of the minor:l.ty.

At the present time, some might claim, with no reason whatsoever, that the only

regime applicable to the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of national

jurisdiction was that of laissez-faire, and it could be claimed that anyone might

exploit the resources of that area, invoking whatever law he preferred; he

(Mr. Pinera) hoped that it would not be the law of the strongest. l{orld public

opinion wanted the resources of the area to be the common heritage of manltind,

but certain interests wanted, perhaps legitimately, to derive maximum benefits for

themselves.

The world had changed since 1945, and policies must also change. '!he

International Monetary Fund and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, for

instance, had had to expand thei!' activities and deal with new problems. It was

important to have vision for the future and not to repeat the same mistakes in

respect of the sea-bed and ocean floor as had been made on land. Unless it was

recognized that a completely different approach was required to the sea-bed and

ocean floor, the Committee was wasting its time. It was unrealistic to continue

I .. ·
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Mr. KeULAZHENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the

question of the peaceful utilization of the sea-bed and ocean floor was one of the

most urgent and important problems. In the Legal Sub-Committee, his delegation

had suggested a formulation for the principle of the reservation of the area

exclusively for peaceful purposes which, inter alia, excluded all military

activities and prohibited all forms of military use. That was an important

-28-AIAC .138 ISR .10
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to defend outworn systems. He was concerned that, if preliminary steps were not i:·:,

taken to regulate activities on the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of

national jurisdiction, a desire for wealth might lead to competition having serious

consequences. It was in the interest of all countries t:::> draw on the experience

of the last five or ten years; the experience of 1945 was obsolete. The Committee

should expedite its work and now allow various strong interests to provoke

unnecessary delays in the establishment of a legal regime for the sea-bed and ocean

floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. The Committee should continue

to study the f].uestions of legal principles and of machinery which would lead to

the practical application of thJse principles. Without such machinery, the

principles would remain merely principles and would not enable the sea-bed and

ocean floor to be exploited for the benefit of mankind as a whole. Such

exploitation should take place only with the consent of the international community.

It was therefore necessary and urgent to devise a structure for the international

machinery.

His delegation I s position was based not only on Chile I s legitimate interests

but on the fact that it would be wrong, politically and economically, to approach

the problem of the sea-bed and ocean floor without criteria appropriate to the

modern world and concepts acceptable to all. As for the functions to be given

to the international machinery, it should ensure that all the principles now being

elaborated by the Committee were observed and that all mankind shared in the

benefits of the exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean floor. It should have the

necessary authority and means to register discoveries, administer a system of

licences and control pollution. With regard to pollution, he noted that an

international conference on the human environment was to be held in 1970, and it

should be recognized that the human environment included the sea as well as the

land.

,

-



provision, without which any declaration of principles would be considerably

weakened, and indeed ineffective. The exclusion of all military activities was

the basic condition which should govern any activity on the sea-bed, and

acceptance of such a principle would pave the way for the adoption of measures to

pI>event the extension of the arms race to that area. The Committee should not

duplicate the work of the Eighteen=Nation C~mmittee on Disarmament by considering

the military aspects of the question, but should provide a clear and correct

interpretation of the principle of the reservation of the sea-bed and ocean floor

for peaceful purposes - a task in which it could be helped by the decisions of

the Eighteen-Nation Committee. His delegation was convinced that only the

demilitarization of the sea-bed and ocean floor would create the conditions for

the peaceful utilization of that area and that only the prohibition of the use

of the sea-bed and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof for military purposes

could open the way for far-reaching international co-operation in exploiting

them for the benefit of all mankind.

The report of the Secretary-General on the question of establishing in due

time appropriate international machinery for the promotion of the exploration and

exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits

of national jurisdiction and the use of their resources in the interests of mankind

(A/AC .138/12 and Corr.l and Add.l) was a very useful document which indicated the

complexity of the problem and the need for a thorough study of it with the

participation of a wide range of national experts. Since there had been some
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delay in issuing the SecretarY-General's report, the States members of the Committee

had not had time to study it carefully and any comments thus far had tb~refore

necessarily been of a preliminary nature. It would be particularly useful if the

Legal Sub-Committee could c~nsider the legal aspects of that report. Although the

report did make a very valuable contribution to the Committee's consideration of

the question, it could not be expected to be exhaustive, in view of the fact that

the question was new and very complex. A number of legitimate questions had been

raised, inclUding how to ensure that the international machinery, if established,

would genuinely serve the interests of mankind. He formally proposed that the

report of the SecretarY-General (A/AC.138/l2 and Corr.l and Add.l) should be

I· ··
,
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Mr. PHILLIPS (United states of America) said that, although many

delegations felt that some kind of international machinery, as part of an \

international regime, would be required to govern the exploration and exploitation

of the resources of the sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, it was

plain that there was as yet no agreement on the exact form and nature of such

machinery. Indeed, the debate in the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee

had revealed widely divergent, and, in some areas opposing, viewpoints.

His Government had adopted the preliminary view that one element of the

machinery should be the registration of claims, but the system it was proposing

went beyond what bad been described in the report of the Secretary-General

(A/AC.138/12 and Corr.l and Add.l) as a mere registry system. In the view of

-30-AlAC .138/SR.IO

circulated to the States Members of the United Nations for consideration· when,
their comments had been received, the Committee could consider a]l ::lo.t:Jc~GS of

the question of establishing international machinery.

Consideration by the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee of the longer-term

and expanded programme of oceanic exploration and research had shown that

international scientific co-operation in that field was increasing.

The Committee had done important work at the current session. The discussions

in the Legal Sub-Committee had provided a better understanding of the substance of

the legal principles; there had been an opportunity for a frank exchange of views

on various legal questions, and it had been possible to pin-point divergences of

opinion as well as areas in which agreement was closer. His delegation had made

its own contribution to the elaboration of principles which would meet the needs

of international co-operation, and he thanked all who had supported the

formulations it had suggested. Although it bad not yet been possible to agree on

legal principles, the ground had been cleared and the task could be approached

in the future with better understanding.

(Mr. Koulazhenkov, USSR)

I
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his Government, a registry should operate under internationally agreed criteria

for registration, exploitation and exploration. The agreed criteria and

procedures should include: (1) acceptable procedures for verifying compliance

with established operational standards; (2) effective procedures for the

settlement of disputes; (3) provisions for liability for damages arising out of

the exploitation of sea-bed resources; (4) provision for the avoidance of any

unjustifiable interference with the exercise of the freedoms of the high seas,

with the conservation of the living resources of the seas, or with fundamental

scientific research carried out with the intention of open pUblication;

(5) acceptable criteria for commercial exploration and exploitation, governing such

matters as the types of resources to be exploited under' a claim, the size and

duration of the claim, the accommodation of multiple uses of the sea-bed and water

column, and the relation between exploration and exploitation rights;

(6) acceptable criteria governing operations designed to further objectives of

conservation and to reduce pollution and danger to human life to an acceptable

minimmn; (7) criteria relating to the eligibility of the claimant and to minimum

performance requirements. Moreover, Governments should be responsible for strict

adherence by their nationals to such criteria and provisions. The details of the

criteria, provisions and procedures would have to be worked out in further

consultation, as would the institutional arrangements. However, he w'as inclined

to agree with the representative of Malta that the institution needed was of a

type vlhich had not yet been developed within the United Nations system.

It was evident that many nations were not ready to formulate their views on

international machinery. Not only had there been insufficient time to study the

various alternatives, but the nature of the machinery would depend to a great

extent on agreements, which were yet to be reached, regarding the elements of the

regime and the precise delineation of the area to which it would apply. While

those topics vlould have to be pursued further , it nevertheless seemed worthvrhile

to continue the Committee's analysis of international machinery. It had been

suggested that, at the next session, the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee

should elaborate a code for title arrangements and a system of operating

supervioory procedures. Setting aside for the time being the questions who was to

do what and how they were to do it, he felt that it would be useful to take a
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reberved exclusivelY for peaceful purposes; and

c,f t:,,:e geCJgr aphical situation of states, taking into account

closer leak at some of the elements tllat might very well constitute the essential

A!AC.138!SR.lC

efforts ,,;as t(.') di scourage, dt~lay or prevent the exploration and exploitation of

pnl't of I:1ny eode governinG oDerations in the ft'rea. l\ccordinely, he suggested

that the Cotr,mittee should authorize the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee

tiJ proceed in that dIrection.. If such h cotA.::'se W=1 s folloHed, it might also be

advant:1gcous ,to call attention to the desirability of member states' senc1ing some

;'f their nati0118l experts to the session.

IUs delegation ha() pc"\inted out that the development of the resources of the

sen-bed 'h'oul<1 be 3 s10\-1 prc"\ccss. However, sc~p. courageous explorers might be

"'iJ line to enter that 11E'\'J frontier if 1. t was demonstrated that they couJ.d operate

j 11 a f~~vourable economic and legal climate. The representative of Malta had

rightly observed that the Committee \vas under pressure to develop an acceptable

ref-im(~ if explcratL)l1 of the area r~as to be encouraged. That was, in fact, the

prime cblie;ation of the Committee, which \vas instructed in General Assembly

l"C's(")J.uti()n 2467 A (XXIII) to study the elacoration of the legal principles and

nC'rm~ 'i.;rhich \.;ould promote international co-operation in the exploration and use

0f the sea-bed ~n~ the ocean floor, ond the subAoil thereof, 2~d to study the

wayA :1nj me:1ns ~'f promotine; the exploitatiol1 and use of the resources of that

arena Ne benefits \-lould accrue to mankind if the result of the Committee's

~~::: fE ~.. -:l':.?t tLE l·C;SC'G.rCE:S 0:' the area should be used for the benefit of mankind as

't,~:::: it i':':2 necess[~:ry t,-~, est.ar:lish 3 regime to be applied to the area, although it

rerr:f::.ned. It had been agreed .J.::.hat the sea-bed and ocean floor could not be the

F01-ject ef spprcpriaticn by 3ny State by any means whatsoever and that no state

c~- ,;1: exercise or cl~im soverc:ignty or sovereign rights over any part of the

s:r·?>p; tbet. there ';'7re principles and norms of international law which applied to

Mr. DENCRME (Belgium) said that the informal consultations among

merr:b:;j"F c f th~ Legal Sub-Ccmmittec had led to the production of a document which

r~~ealed both the difficulties that had been overcome and the obstacles that still

:~~ 2PE<·i~.:" interr:;:::ts and needs of the developing countries; that freedom of

f2i-::n-:·if'ic reseerct in tbe area ·...·ould take place T~:ithout discrimination and that

:'-:.~ "t,-: = ",,-7': ';1 ':5 r.romc~e intel national co-operation in scientific research, vii thout
I
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any interference Hith fundamental research carried out with the intention of

publication of the results; and that due regard would be had to the interests of

other states, without infringement of the freedoms of the high seas or unjustifiable

interference tJith the exercise of those freedoms. Lastly, there was agreement on

the need to adopt appropriate safeguards against risl~s of pollution, measures to

conserve and protect the living resources of the sea, and safety measures relating

to all activities in the area.

A list of such a length, even though it carefully avoided touching on the areas

of disagreement which still existed, represented a substantial achievement, and there

'Tims no cr.use for pessiY.1ism if', rJ,fter only one year, the Cor:;mi ttee was not in a

position to make recor::r:10ndations to the General Assembly on the subject of a

declaration of basic principles. Obviously, tbe desire had been to subE1it a unanimous

recommendation, a~ a declaration whicb did not co~mand unanimous support would have

no practical value. Even in the field of outer space - in wbich there had been far

fe'l.,er active participants - four year~ had elapsed t2tween the establishrrent of a

special Committee under General Asser.1bly resolution 1472 (XlV) and the adoption by

the ASGembly of e, :ceclaration of Lef',al Principles in its resolution 1962 (XVIII).

Another important feature of the current session had been the consideration of

the study undertaken by the Secretary-General on the question of establishing in

due time appropriate international machinery for the promotion of the exploration

and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor b~yond the

limits of national jurisdiction and the use of their resources in the interests

of mankind (AIAC .138/12 and Cor~"'.l and Add.l). Certainly, no unanimi t:r had been

reached regarding the type of international machinery to be established or the

appropriate criteria and procedures. '2he Economic and Technical Sub-Committee

must devote itoelf to a ne\! and mOTe thorough examination of the question, and the

Legal Sub-Committee vIould also have to consider the matter. His delegation felt

that the atmosphere of calm and understanding in Vlhich the report had heen discussed

'was a tDken of the constructive approach adopted not only by the delegations

involved but by all Clovernments vlhen the 'Ivell-being of manldnd was at stake, and

it WRS to be hoped that it would be possible in the near future to discern in the

main Comrnittee the politicnl \-:111 to act on the results of those discussions.
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It would, of course, be premature to draw final conclusions from the debates thus

far held, cs it seemed clear that the establishment of international machinery

was not unversally agreed to be a necessity.

It appeared that consensus had been reached on a third question, namely, the

limits of the 'area situated beyond national jurisdiction. It ~las clear that all

delegations rejected as unacceptable the extensible interpretation of the

definition of the continental shelf given in the 1958 Geneva Convention, although

the Committee had not ~tself endeavoured to interpret that definition, since it was

not competent to do so. It was generally felt, however, that there was an area

beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and that the international community

must arrive at a decision on its demarcation, as otherwise the regime to be

established in the interests of all mankind would be to no avail.

In the final analYsis, the reeommendations which the Committee was to submit

to the General Assembly would be the true measure of the Committee's success, and

it "laS obvious that the Assembly \Olould judge its "lOrk by the value of its

recommendatidns, and not by the size of its report. His delegation had al"rays

held the view that it was extremely important for the Committee, in making its

recommendations, to speak with one voice. The failure to reach such a consensus

was attributable not to the debates which had t.aken place or the time devoted to

them but, rather, to the fact that the problem under consideration took a long

time to mature on the international level. It was, of course, impossible to

reach agreement if the Governments of the sovereign states represented in the main

Committee did not evince the required political will, and he feared that if such a

will was not displayed at the next session, the Committee would become totally

impotent and might fail in its task.

With regard to the organization of the future work of the Committee, he

agreed with the Chairman that the proceedings in the Sub-Committees had taken

longer than anticipated and could not be continued indefinitely. However, he did

not feel that the Sub-Committees had acted "separately from and independently of

each other" .(A/AC.l38/l6, p. 4). While it was true that the tvlO bodies had not

the same officers and that some de.legations assigned different representatives to

each of them, there had nevertheless been a spontaneous interaction between them.

__~~.~__"~~_·~'_""""' "_.l_. ...~ _
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Mr. IgiANACHET (Kuwait) said he hoped the report would reflect his pl-oposal

that the Secretary-General should continue in depth the study on the question of

establishing international machinery, with particular emphasis on the status of

such machinery, its structure, the powers and authority with whiCh it would be

I· · .

The Chairman of the main Committee had provided excellent co-ordination through

his personal contacts, and, above ~ll, the meetings had been held simultaneously

with the sessions of the main Comnlittee. As the Chairman himself had

acknowledged, separate sessions would be most unsuitable, in view of the unity and

cohesiveness of the issues before the Committee. His delegation supported the

Chairman's suggestion that the question of establishing in due time appropriate

international machinery should be discussed in the main Committee itself, but it

did not think that the main Committee should take over the work of one of its

Sub-Corrmittees - in that particular case, the Legal Sub-Committee. If it were

to do so, it would be better to abolish the Sub-Committees which were playing a

useful role, even though at the present session they had taken up time which should

have been available to the main Committee. In the case in point, the Legal

Sub-Committee need not necessarily undertake a study of the legal aspects of the

question before a political decision was taken. In short, though he accepted the

suggestion that, as a general rule, questions should be examined initially by the

main Committee and then referred to the appropriate Sub-Committee~ he nevertheless

wished to stress the "synthesizing" role which was the special responsibility of

the main Committee. Moreover, it seemed that a decision had already been taken

by the Committee when it had adopted its so-called "charter" which contained, in

addition to the distribution of functions, the basic guidelines governing the

relations between the Sub-Committees and their parent body. He fully endorsed

the proposals regarding the time-table for 1970 but felt that if, at the next

sessiGn, the main Comrrlittee wished to get straight down to the items included in

its prog:rarnme of work, it should do so in the light of the work already done by

the two Sub-Committees. If, on the other hand, the main Committee were to

consider first the "other questions" referred to in the Chairman's statement

(A/AC.138/l6), such a course would run counter to the procedure adopted in 1969

which, in his view, should bear fruit precisely in 1970. He was certain that the

Committee would be able, under the skilful guidance of the Chairman, to make

considerable progress in the achievement of its objectives.
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Mr.' HACHEME (Mauritania) welcomed the fact that the atmosphere of

co-operation and understanding which had prevailed in the debates had made it

possible to achieve considerable progress. However, it was regrettable that,

uuring the discussion on the question of establishing in due time appropriate

machinery for the promotion of the exploration and exploitation of the resources

of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,

each state had been primarily concerned with defending its own interest~. In

that connexion, he .recalled General Assembly resolution 2467 C (XXIII), which

stressed that in the utilization of the resources of the sea-bed special

consideration should be given to the interegts and needs of the developing countries,

The great Powers might have shown 0 more generous attitude towards the special

interests and needs of the developing countries. However, he wished to pay a

tribute to the French delegation, particularly for its statement at the eighth

meeting of the COnJmittee that due account should be taken of the defence needs

of eoastal States.

H~s delegation fully supported the proposals made by the representative of

KU'Ylait.

He wished on behalf of the Africa.n countries, to pay a warm tribute to the

Chairman and to express the hope that, under his guidance, the Committee would

at future sessions take into account the special needs of the developing countries,

particularly when considering the question of establishing internatj.onal

machinery.

endowed and the activities and functions it would undertake. In addition, he

formally proposed that the Secretary-General's report (A/AC.l38/l2 and Corr.l

and Add.l) should be submitted to the General Assemb~ as an annex to t~e

Committeer~ own report.

Mr. MAUR'lUA (Peru) said that, in his view, the terms of reference of the

Committee as laid down by the General Assembly amounted to a "progressive"

mandate. In other words, the Committee's work should be divided into various

st~ges in order to meet the need to develop a new legal regime which corresponded

to a ne", situation. The work at present was at the investigation stage. The

(Mr. Khanachet, Kuwait)

-



Committee should ascertain the opinions of Governments, study eXisting legal

instruments and see to what extent they were avplicable. The advantage of the

procedure followed by the Committee, whereby questions were first referred to a

Sub-Committee and then taken up in plenary meetings, was that items were considered

successively by different examining bodies.

In his view, the only political decision which could be taken at the current

stage would relate to the continuation and future organization of the Committee's

vlork. No binding political decision eould be taken on any' aspect of the sea-bed

and ocean floor beyond the limits of natio~al jurisdiction until the Legal Sub

Committee had produced a comprehensive report and the legal basis for the

princi~leo and the technical aspects of the question were fully understood. Any

political decision which lacked a sound legal basis i'lould ultimately prove to be

of little value.

He .agreed \olith the representative of Chile tb8.t the Committee should pursue

its work regarding the legal regime for the sea-bed without delay; on the othe~

hand, he felt that the representative of Belgium wanted to advance too hastily.

The Committee should continue its task of investigating, consolidating and

synthe'sizing the work already done with the utmost prudence and care.
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Mr. PAVICEVIC (Yugoslavia) said his delegation had always considered

that any future regime should take into account above all the special needs of the

developing countries. In that respect, it was necessary to attach eq~al importance

to all aspects and elements ef any future regime and machinery. The Secretary

Generalrs report had not dealt with all aspects of the machinery which might be

established; some, but not all, of the omissions had been rectified in

paragraphs 15,5 and 156 of the report of the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee

(A/AC.138/l7). He therefore supported the proposals of the representative of

Kuwait.

-
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REPORT OF THE LEGAL SUB-COMMITTEE (A/AC.138/l8 and Add"l)

Mr. ~~LINDO POHL (El Salvador), Chairman of the Legal Sub-Co~nittee,

said that the report contained in document AjA.C.lS8/18 and Add.l would be formally

introduced by the Rapporteur at the following meeting, and he himself ~vould simply

make some prelimin'ary remar l~s.

Part I of the report represented the work undertaken in the Sub-Committee in

complementation of General Assembly resolution 2467 A (XXIII), paragraph 2 (a) 

the elaboration of legal principles and norms. It 'vas divided into eight sections

and recorded all the views eA1Jressed in the Sub-Committee. Part 11 was basically

a synthesis of part I. Different criteria had been followed in its preparation.

It stressed the points where agreement had been reached, although the

reservations of certain delegations on the various points were recorded. As

could be seen, there were in fact few points on which complete agreement had been

reached, primarily because the question of legal principles was a complex one and

many immediate interests Here at stake. The Sub-Committee had based its

consideration of' the item on the extremely valuable document prepared by its

Informal Drafting Group (A!AC.138/SC.l/4).

He ,vas optimistic that the understanding and conciliatory atmosphere whi,ch

had prevailed in the Sub-Cou:mittee ,.;ould continue in 1970, when further positive

work would be undertaken with regard to the elaboration of the legal regime for

the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.

-38-A!AC.138!SR.lO

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.
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OTHER MATTERS ALLOCATED TO THE MAIN COMMITTEE (concluded)

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would continue its consideration

of the question of international machinery which it had begun at the morning

meeting. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, he explained that he nad not

intended in any way to belittle the role of the two SUb-Commi~tees, but hac

wished to point out, in view of the fact that the debate had reached a stage

where the main issue was the political implications of the questions under

discussion, that the Committee itself was better qualified to deal with those

questions.
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Mr. ENGq (Cameroon) felt that, in the light of the statements made by

all delegations, the time had come to take stock of the situation. Great efforts

had been made, and yet, when one considered the results thus far achieved, there

seemed to be more cause for regret than for expectation. It had been hoped that

practical results would be achieved with respect to the establishment of a legal

regime which would be based on law and would consequently promote peace. In the

same way as Africa had at one time been regarded as a continent where anyone

could acquire territories and rule over them, the sea-oed now presented comparable

problems, particularly in an age when it was no longer fashionable to colonize

inhabited regions. It was for that reason that his delegation had constantly

stressed the absolute necessity of establishing effective machinery in order not

only to prevent the sea-bed from becoming one more battlefield for international

interests, but also to ensure that future profits from exploring and exploiting

it would be equi.tably distributed. It was to be hoped that that inspiring goal

could be achieved with the help of the developed countries aQd that the developing

world could be enabled to progress in dignity.

Mr. VINCl; (Italy) said that, in his view, substantial progress had

been made by the two Sub-Committees and by the Committee within the mandate given

to them under resolution 2467 A (XXIII). Koreover t it was fitting to recall. that

such progress had been achieved in only two yeal'S. Be('ause of the complexity of

the questions involved, the Committee had proceeded with caution, with a view to

arriving at viable and realistic solutions. Resolution 2467 A (XXIII) had given
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the Committee some important and precise tasks of both a legal and an economic

nature. The informal consultations held intersessionally had been of great help

to the Committee, and the report of the Legal Sub-Committee showed that, although

numerous divergences of opinion still eXisted, the debate had nevertheless

clarified the various viewpoints. 'I'he very fact of having identified the areas

of disagreement would certainly help the Committee in finding agreed soluticns.

The Conwittee was now in a better position tp consider the political implications

of resolution 2467 A (XXIII), paragraph 2(a).

In one of its interventions in the Ad Ho,c Committee on the Sea-Bed, his

delegation had stated that an attempt to be unduly hasty in the formulation of

generally acceptable principles might prove more harmful than useful, and that

there was a close interrelationship between the strictly legal problems and the

other aspects of the item. For instance, the politico-legal problem of defining

the area was, in the view of many delegations, closely linked with the more

politically challenging questions of the international regime and the international

machinery applicable to the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the

area. The two latter problems were in turn interrelated with the elaboration of

principles and norms to govern international co-operation in that respect. Within

that broad framework, ep€cific issues had been raised, and they would require

thorough consideration at future sessions.

His delegation had indicated that it attached great importance to certain

forms of co-operation among States belonging to the same geographical area,

particularly in the case of the internal and marginal seas. That point of view

had been reflected in paragraph 77 of the Legal Sub-Committee's draft report.

The Committee was in search of solutions which required an accurate evaluation of

the political, social and economic interests of the peoples concerned, and that

was a formidable task already - the more so if one conside~ed that the search

was for solutions which were for the benefit of mankind as a whole and that the

misjudgements of today might well hamper mankind in carrying out the. balanced

development of the resources of the sea-bed •

On the question of the use of the area for peaceful purposes~ his delegation

had taken the view, since the very beginning of the discussion on the item in 1967,
that the advice of the Disarmament Committee at Geneva should also be sought, and
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it was glad to see that other delegations had come to share that viewpoint. The

Disarmament Committee had now taken up the problem and negotiations were

ap~arently in progress.

His delegat~on would in the future - as it had done in the past both at

Geneva and in the Committee - co-operate actively in the elaboration of

international rules to prevent the spreading of the arms race to the marine

environment.

~. SHAW (Australia) said he thought that, despite the frustrations

which some delegations had been feeling, the decision to establish the two

Sub-Committees had been correct. 1he efforts of the Sub-Committees were embodied

in the reports they had submitted to the Committee.

In respect of the Legal Sub-Committee, the lengthy debates had not been in

vain. The formulation of legal principles acceptable to all could be based only

on a consensus and could not be imposed by majority vote. His delegation,

appreciating the fact that there was no short cut to the solution of an extremely

arduous problem, supported the efforts of the Legal Sub-Committee. The synthesis

of the views expressed which the Sub-Committee had now approved was a useful

summing up.

His delegation would stress the importance of reaching agreement on general

principles of international law applicable to the sea-bed, because it shared the

apprehensions expressed by some delegations that the longer adoption of those

principles and agreement on the regime and machinery needed to apply them was

dela.yed, the more that delay "Would act to the disadvantage of those countries which

were lacking in capacity to explore and exploit the resources of the sea-bed

within the ambit of their national capacities and resources. On that point, it

could be argued on the one hand that the Committee must "hasten slowly" and on

the other hand that the longer it took to reach agreement the less scope there

might be for the application of international principles.

His delegation was in agreement with the Chairman's suggestion that in future

all remaining questions should be considered initially by the main Committee. The

Legal Sub-Committee ha.d clarified a number of important points and the Committee

itself would now be able to make a synthesis of the arguments which had. been put

forward. The time had come for the Committee to make more concrete
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(~r. Shaw. Australia)

raised important questionsand technical aspects, it

An important step would be to arrive at a consensus on a set

economichad been on the

of principles which might form the basis of some United Nations declaration,

which might well form the basis of an eventual international conference. The

suggestj.on that the report of the Secretary-General on possible internatioJ:al

machinery lllight be annexed to the Committee's report for transmittal to the

General Assembly was particularly useful. In that way, Governments would be able

to obtain a more accurate id.ea of the question. The principles proposed might

later be adopted by a conference.

His delegation would emphasize, as it had done in the past, that the ultimate

settlement of the question of legal principles and international machinery must

take into accolmt the area to which the principles ~nd machinery were to apply.

That question could also be decided at a conference.

It was gratifytng to note from the report of the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee that the Sub-Committee's work had resulted in some practical progress.

The Sub-Committee had defined one area in which further progress might be made,

namely, the drawing up of a draft code which might apply to the exploration and

exploitation of the sea-bed!/ within the framework. of whatever rules and whatever

regime were ultimately agreed upon. His delegation therefore suggested that the

Committee might recommend that, at its next session!/ the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee should pursue the drafting of an international code and .other items

on its agenda, including the important question of pollution. Although the

emphasis in the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee's consideration of machinery

of national policy and thus drawn attention to the need for them to be considered

in the light of their political implications. The aim of his delegation was to

expedite the proceedings, and it agreed that it was for the main Committee itself

to take up the recommendations for international machinery. Perhaps the

foregoing and otller proposals and recomnlendations concerning next year's programme

of work~ including the suggestions put forward by the Chairman of the Economic and

Technical SUb-Committee, might be discussed by the Chairman and. the other

officers of the Committee, together with the Chairman of the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee and interested delegations, in the light of discussions at the coming

session of the General Assembly and prior to the first meeting of the COITJmittee in

the. following year.
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would also allow all States parties to the regime, whatever their stage of

~. WARNER (United Kingdom) said that the subject under discussion was

of overwhelming importance and required an early solution. The situation which

the Committee was hoping to regulate was becoming more and more complex, new

techniques were constantly being developed.

It was gratifying to note that considerable progress had been achieved during

the recent discussions. The Economic and Technical Sub-Committee had a most

useful exchange of the technical factors which would govern the exploration and

exploitation of under-sea resources and which would govern also the form of any

regime to regulate such exploitation. When the Ad Hoc Committee had begun its

work eighteen months previously, it was difficult to imagine that in less than two

years it would be discussing technical factors from a practical pcint of view.

It had been possible to come to understand more clearly one another's Views, while

the talks which were now going on in Geneva on the question of disarmament in the

area under consideration were equally encouraging.

The main point dealt with in the report before the Committee was the question

of international machinery. The United Kingdom delegation felt that the system

of registration and the system of licensing mentioned in the Secretary-GeneralTs

report were not two simple alternatives between which a choice must be made. In

fact, the elements of the two systems could be combined in all kinds of ways.

The "two-tiered," system envisaged in the Secretary-General' s study had the great

advantage of not requiring complex and detailed regulations because States, in

granting licences to operators, would be themselves responsible for ensuring that

the agreed regulations were observed. Such a system would be more economical and

/ ...

development, to have a direct stake in sea-bed exploitation.

It seemed likely that it would always be much cheaper to obtain minerals from

on land than from under the sea. Under-sea exploitation would depend on world

market prices and the economic return would in any case be limited. If the

United Nations was to establish an elaborate international regime, the cost of

running it would have to be met from that return and the share of the profits that

would go to projects of benefit to the international community would be all the

more restricted. The proper balance must .therefore be struck between those

requirements so as to avoid the unduly heavy administrative expenditure that would

be inevitable if the United Nations set up an operating agency responsible itself >. Y·".

for sea-bed activities.
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As it had stressed previouslY9 the United Kingdom delegation felt that in

order to be effective a regime must be approved. by all States. In paragraph 181

and the following paragraphs of his report, the Secretary-General had

\~iscussed the position of States which did. not hecome parties to an agreement

establishing international machinery. He had pointed out that such States would

not be bound by the agreement. It was therefore absolutely essential, if only

for the sake of fairness, for all States to participate in the agreement and to

have the same rights and obligations.

In the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee·' it., had been generally accepted

that all those matters required further study and that any international machinery

should not necessarily be geared from the outset to conduct actual operations

itself. Moreover, the range of issues covered in that part of the SecretarJ/

General's report. dealing with regirtration or licensing was a useful field for

further consideration of the nature of an international regime.

'rhe detailed iiscussions which had taken place within the Legal Sub-Committee

about general legal principles were also very relevant to the form of an ultimate

international regime. There was another important point brought out in the

Legal Sub-Committee's report: the consultations on principles had helped to steer

the discussions away from generalizations towards specific formulae for defined

ideas. The elaboration of such precise formulae and detailed discussion would

certainly make it possible to achieve agreement on numerous concepts such as that

of the "common heritage of mankind". In the light of specific proposals, the

different opinions which had been expressed in the abstract on the meaning to be

given to that concept would be much easier to reconcile. The same would be true

of the principle of the applicability of international law. In that respect, the

differences of opinion which remained were more practical than conceptual and,

there again, once they were considered from the practical level, progress could

be made. Another question was the special needs and interests of the developing

countries. It seemed to the United Kingdom delegation that that principle was

generally accepted and that the real problem was to decide what those needs and

interests were and how they should be taken into account.
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vfuile debate had naturally tended to focus on points of difference, it had

0,19:) served to indicate the ways in which the differences could be overcome and

the direction vlhich future discussion should follow.

Mr. QLASER (Romania) noted \vith satisfaction that the Commi,ttee nOi-J

had a considerable body of ideas and information which Governments c.ould study

so as to give delegations the necessary instructions regarding the establishment

of a regime applicable to the sea-bed and the ocean floor.

~Vhen the regime was established, account vlould have to be taken of the

general, u.livel' sally accepted rules of contemporary internatj,onal law. Obviously,

such rules had been establj.shed when the area with which the Committee was

dealing was still inaccessible. However, the most general of the current

principles of international, law were applicable to that area - the principle of

non-aggression, for example. The sea-bed and the pcean floor should also be

subject to specific regulations but care should be taken to ensure that such

regulations did not run counter to the general principles already mentioned.

He then stressed the principle of the utilization of the sea-bed and the

ocean floor for peaceful purposes. If that principle was not applied,

undoubted~y the area considered, vnich represented two-thirds of the earth's

surface, would be the scene of confrontatj.ons which \ilould increase the risk of

a world conflagration.

His delegation 'Vlas deeply concerned about the danger of pollution resulting

from the exploration, utilization and exploitation of the sea-bed. It favoured

strict in"v':zLational control and the application of the principle of the

responsibility of states in case of damage to other States. He also stressed

that the international assistance to be granted to persons taking part in

exploration and exploitation activitieS on the sea-bed and the ocean floor should

be compulsory.

In its discuGsions, the Committee must seek a consensus. No state must

"be excluded from the proc8ss of elaborating the regime applicable to the sea-bed

ana the ocean floor. There must be no discrimination bet~leen StateJ based on

power, level of development, economic, social or poli.tical system or

geGr~aphical situation. A consensus had already been reached as to the

inadmissibility of exclusive appropriation by one state. It had also been

agreed that the needs, interests and aspi£ations of the developing countries must
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(Mr. Glaser, Romania)

be taken into account. Doubtless, the progress made in the study of certain

other problems had been more limited. That was due, inter alia, to the delay in

the distribution of the report of the International Oceanographic Commission.

In any event, his delegation would. have liked the Committee to adopt a document

setting forth the principles on which a consensus had already been possi.ble.

It felt that the results already obtained, although modest, were encouraging

for the future.

/ ...

Mr. CABRAL DE 118LLO (Brazil) considered that the report of the

Secretary-General on the establishment of international machinery (A/AC.138/l2)

was extremely useful, not only for the examination of that particular question

but also for the question of the establishment of a legal regime. The General

Assembly should have the opportunity to study the report at its twenty-fourth

session and give its views on it, even if those views were only preliminary.

For that reason, he feared that the effect of the USSR representative's

suggestion that the report should first be submitted to states for their comments

would be to delay a deci,sion on the international regime and the adoption of a

declaration of legal prlnciples.

On the other hand, his delegation unreservedly supported the suggestion of

the representative of Kuwait that the report of the Secretary-General should be

completed by a new study. The need for such a study had already been noted in

paragraph 123 of the report of the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee.

Mr. HASAN (Pakistan) agreed with the views expressed by the

representative of Cameroon in his statement at the beginning of the meeting.

Pakistan, as a developing country which had a long coastline, strongly

favoured the establishment of international machinery for the exploration and

exploitation of the sea-bed and the ocean floor. His delegation had clearly

stated in the Economic and Technical Sub-Committee that it was opposed to

national appropriation of the area and had expressed its desire to see the

establishment of an appropriate lnternational regime.

In that respect,he was reasonably satisfied with the progress made by the

COILmittee and its Sub-Committees in the examination of those complex questions,

r
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which gave reason to believe that agreement would soon be reached on the

establishment both of appropriate international machinery and of a legal regime.

His delegation supported the suggestion put forward at tae preceding meeting

by the representative of Kuwait that the report of the Secretary-General on the.
question of international machinery should be annexed to the Committee's own

report.
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(Mr. Hasan, Pakista~)

Mr. YANKOV (Bulgaria) expressed his satisfaction with the results

achieved during the session. In particular, the deliberations in the Legal

Sub-Committee had shown that there were some points of agreement with respect to

the legal principles applicable to the sea-bed and the ocean floor and had enabled

the areas of disagreement to be identified with greater precision. There was

reason to believe, therefore, that the report of the Legal Sub-Committee would

constitute a satisfactory starting-point for the.elaboration of a declaration of

principles. Significant progress had also been made in the Economic and Technical

Sub-Committee.

With regard to his delegation's views on the future course of the

Committee's work, he observed that the Chairman had rightly stressed the

importance of the political aspects of questions with which the Committee was

concerned. In that connexion, special attention must be given to the problem

of the demilitarization of the sea-bed and the ocean floor andto their use

exclusively for peaceful purposes. It was gratifYing that general agreement had

been reached on that point during the session, and priority must now be given to

the adoption of concrete measures for demilitarization.

Another condition for the achievement of proper use of the sea-bed and

ocean floor was the promotion of international co-operation in scientific

research'; that was a sine que non for the development of technology to exploit

the wealth of the area.

The Committee should also give the greatest attention to the elaboration of

general principles which would constitute the legal framework of an international

regime for the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond national jurisdiction. In that

respect, the debateg which had taken place during the session were encouraging,

and it was now necessary to take advantage of the opportunities which had emerged

and to proceed to the early adoption of such principles.
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(~tr. Yankov, Bulgaria)

/ ...

Mr. BADA~'II (United Arab Eepublic), Rapporteur of the Legal SUb-Committee,-

His delegation had on various occasions emphasized that it was essential

to define the boundaries of the area of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond

national jurisdiction if the main political, leGal and economic problems posed

by the exploration and e;~loitation of the area '\vere to be resolved.

Lastly, there were a number of considerations i'lhich the Committee must bear

in mind: the promotion of effective international co-operation; the use of the

sea-bed and the ocean floor in the interests of mankind, taking into account the

needs and interests of the developing countries; respect for the f:ceedoms of the

high seas; conservation of the marine environment; efficiency; and, low

administrative expenses.

Referring to the proposal made by the USSR representative at the preceding

meetinG, he said that submission to Governments of the Secretary-GeneralIs report

on international machinery (A/AC.138/12) would be in keeping with the normal

practice of the United Nations in connexion with important actions, and the

proposal therefore merited the most careful study.

REPORT OF THE LEGAL SUB-COMNITTEE (A!AC.138/l8 and Add.l) (concluded)

r~r. KOULAZHElTICOV (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics) noted with

regret that only part of the text of the report had so far been translated into

Russian.

said that at the preceding meetin[ the Chairman of the Legal Sub-Committee had

given an excellent account of the work done by the Sub-Committee. C9nsequently,

in introducing the Sub-Committee's report, he ''1ould confine himself to adding

a few brief remarks concerning the form rather than the substance.

~'Jhen drafting the T':port, he had tried to reflect the different views which

had been expressed and the trends which had emerged. In that connexion, he had

taken advantage of an idea of the SUb-C01Mlittep'ls Informal Drafting Group

by adding to the report a "Synthesis" to sum up the position.

He also pointed out that the text which the members of the Committee had

before them contained some typographical errors. In order to save time, he would

refrain from enumerating them and would undertake to have them corre~ted.
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Mr. IMAM (Ktiwait), referring to the concept of the "applicability of

international law" mentioned in paragraph 89, said that, so far as his delegation

was concerned, the principles or norms of existing international law did not

apply to the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction

if that area was treated separately from the superjacent waters.

In addition,. his delegation considered that the word "agreed" in the sixth

line of paragraph 93 of the SUb-Committee's report, as applied to the future

international regime, was vague and did not convey a precise legal meaning.

!1~.mL§.91'.Q (Peru) drew attention to some corrections which he vlould

like to have made in the Spanish version of document A!AC.138!18!Add.l

("synthesis"). In the fifth line of paragraph 83, the word "~ignif';'cativo"

should be substituted for the word "irnportante". In the second line of

paragr.aph 89, the word "rigen" .should be replaced by the words ~ aplican §,".

In paragraph 90, the phrase "en cuanto a la aplica..£i.0n de normas" should be

replaced by the words "§..o.bre ~i las reglas", the words "se aplican:' sl:culd be

inserted after the word "flctual" in the same line, and the words "gue se realicen"

in the following line should be deleted. In the second line of paragraph 91, the

word "£.'?m.:erender:Ca" should be substituted f'or the words "de.E.£..compreEder".

M~~A~~ (Chile) said that a number of corrections, which he would

submit to the Secretariat, should also be made in the Spanish text of paragrapll 26 •

.t1r.~t\.R0R!:1 (India), supported by Mr. KOULAZJIENKOV (Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics), said that, for greater clarity, the words "in the future"

at the end of paragraph 90 should be deleted.

lhe CHAIRMA~ said that, if there was no objection, he would take it

that the report of the Legal Sub-Committee (A/AC.~~8/l8 and Add.l) was adopted

with the amendments which had just been requested.

The .~~por~_o! th~_ Legal Sub-Committee was adopted.

REPORT OF THE. COMMITTEE TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY (A!AC.138/L.l and Add.l)(concluded)

~r. GAUCl (Malta), Rapporteur, said that it had been impossible to

include in the addendum comments made at the meetings on 28 and 29 August. It

had been decided to delete the word "Introduction" at the beginning of the report.
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(Mr. Gauci., Malta)

~ion
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It had also been proposed that the reports of the two Sub-Committees should be

incorporated in the report under discussion, perhaps as parts 11 and Ill. The

addendum endeavoured to summarize the debates, to stress the complexi"tj of the

problem, to draw attention to the lack of time and to suggest guidelines for

the future work :)f the Committee.

/ ...

The CHAIRMAN further info.1'rned the Committee that the representative

of the USSR had suggested that the following text should be added at the end

of paragraph 19: "It vJas suggested -'chat the report of the Secretary-General

should be sent to Member States for study, so that upon receipt of their comments

the question of international machinery could be considered further in the

Committee."

The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee had several suggestions before

it. The representative of Kuwait had suggested that the Committee should request

the Secretary-General to continue in derth the study of the establishment in due

course of an appropriate international m8 ~;;hiriery, specifying areas of

consideration: (1) status of the machinery; (2) structure of the machinery;

(3) pOHers and authority to be given to such machinery; (4) a<.:tivities and

functj,ons of the machinery.

In the absence of any ob,iection, ~.~e suggestion \,;as adopted.

In its present form, the amendment would have the effect of suspending

the Committee's consideration of the question and delaying such consideration

until Member States had forwarded their comments to the Committee. The

suggestion could not, of course J be interpreted to mean restricting the right

of the General Assembly to discuss the question of international machinery or

preventing it from discussing it. The situation was dj,fferent if the purpose

!he CHAIRMAN said that the representative ef Kuwait, supported by the

representatives of Australia, Braz:i.l, Cameroon, Mauritania and Yugoslavia, had

suggested that the Secretary-Gener:11 ~ s report on machinery (A/AC.138/12 and

Add.l) should be attached as an annex to the Committee's report to the General

Assembly.

In the absence of any ob,iect,~~~~~t. it was so decided.
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. Mr. ENGO (Cameroon) agreed, and asked the Soviet Union representative

to withdraw his amendment if he could not revise it.

Mr. YANKOV (Bulgaria) felt that the USSR suggestion was reasonable;

there 'was no reason to fear that it would hamper the Committee's work.

-52-

Mr. AROHil (India) agreed with the Chairman, but said that he had no

objection to the inclusion of the suggested text, ~ince it began with the words

lilt was suggested••• II
•

Mr. PANYARACHUN (Thailand) urged the Soviet Union representative to

revise the wording of his amendment, which could cause confusion.

~. AB9RA (India) suggested that the Soviet Union representative might

revise his text by changing the words "It was suggested ••• sent" .to read "It was

suggested by some delegations that, while the Committee continues to considar

the report, the Secretary-General should be requested to circulate it ••• ".

Mr. KOULAZHENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) replied that the
--....::-...;~.;.,;;;;.==--..;.;:-

suggested text reflected the views of the Soviet Government. He requested that

it should be incorporated i.n the report, in the same way as amendments suggested

by other representatives. He confirmed that t.ne purpose of the suggestion was

to facilitate the Committee's study of the question of international rnachiner,y,

and not to suspend the Committee's work on the question or to restrict the

authority of the General Assembly.

Mr. KOULAZHENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed to replace

"It was suggested" by "It was suggested by some delegations".

of the Soviet amendment was to facilitate agreement in the Committee by making

the views. expressed by Member States available to it. Perhaps the Soviet Union

representative would be good enough to clarify his intentions.

~. DENORME (Belgium) thought that the Soviet proposal was useful and

should be incorporated - without any change in the original wording - in the

Committee's report. Governments could communicate their observations in writing

to the Secretary-General or give appropriate instructions to their delegations.

As the Soviet representative had made it clear that his proposal was not designed

to suspend the study of the question of international rnachiner,y until formal

A/AC.138/SR.ll

(The Chair~)
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replies had been received from Governments, the Belgian delegation proposed

that the following text should be added after the Soviet amendment:

"'lliis suggestion has been included in the report without prejudice to the

general view that it does not imply that the General Assembly or the

Committee can be prevented from ~aking any further study of the Secretary

General's report until Governments have replied formally and in writing to

the consultation which the Secretary-General is requested to undertake."

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that proposals by the Committee were normally

considered by the First Committee, which alone was empowered to make recommendation

to the General Assembly. If the Soviet Union representative was willing to accept

the suggestion, the Committee could perhaps agree on the following text: "It was

proposed by some delegations that the report of the Secretary-General should be

circulated to Member States for study and for transmission of their observations

to him." 'I'hat wording would stress the importance of obtaining the opinions of

Member States without perhaps delaying the work of the Committee.

Mr. KOULAZHENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reiterated that

the only purpose of his suggestion was to enable the Committee to make a better

study of the problems involved in establishing international machinery. His

intention was .not to have consideration of the q~estion deferred. The Soviet

suggestion was logical and had no hidden mea~ing. He requested that it should be

included in the report, beginning with the words lilt was proposed by some

delegations".

Mr. GLASER (Romania) expressed the view that, firstly, any Government was
j

entitled to demand that its observations should be included in the report, and,

secondly, the Committee could not alter the terms of reference given to it by the

General Assembly. He thought that the meeting might be suspended to enable the

delegations concerned to come to an agreement on a wording, which could consist of

the Soviet Union text followed by that proposed by the representative of Belgium.

Mr. BAZAN (Chile) said that, on the basis of the Spanish translation of

the Soviet suggestion, the idea of suspending the Committee's work was implicit

in the wording suggested. He noted the explanations given by the Soviet Union

representative, but thought that they Sllould be clearly expressed in the text he

iting
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/ ...

The CHAI~N recalled that he had suggested that the Committee should

hold two sessions in 1970, 2 March to 27 March 1970 and 3 August to 28 August 1970.

The Committee officers would consult with the Chairmen of the two Sub-Committees

with respect to the programme of work for those sessions.

ORGANIZATION OF WORK (A/AC .138/16)

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the meeting should be suspended to allow

further consultations on paragraph 19.

It was so decided.

The meeting was suspended at 6.45 p.m. and resumed at 7.15 p.m.

Mr. KOULAZHENKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his

delegation would not press for its suggestion to be included in the Committee's

report. However, it requested that the summary record should bring out the fact

that the position of some delegations with respect to paragraph 19 was not

reflected in the report and had. met with opposition. Lastly, his delegation

reserved the right to make its proposal in the General Assenrnly.

The Committee's report (A!AC.138!L.l and Add.l) was adopted.

Mr. ARORA (India) noted that several Committees had met in March 1969.

In order to avoid overlapping in 1970, it might be advisable for the Committee to

begin its next session in February. His delegation agreed that the Committee

should hold two one-month sessions,in view of its very heavy agenda.

Mr. ENGQ (Cameroon) said that at the present stage the Committee should

not a.ttempt to establish precise dates for its sessions in 1970. An effort should

be made to avoid scheduling simultaneously the meetings of several committees

dealing with economic, technical and legal matters, in view of the difficulties

that created for small delegations.

Mr. DENORME (Belgium) felt that the Committee should specif.ythe dates

for its session: in 1970. If the first session were held too soon after the

General Assembly, it was possible that the documents required might not be ready.

Furthermore, it was important for those participants who did not belong to the

Permanent ~ission of their country to know in advance when the sessions would be

held. The dates suggested by the Chairman were acceptable to his delegation.I
I
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The CH~IRMAN said that the General Assembly would take a final decision

on t.he Cummittee's meeting schedule.

Mr. PHILLIPS (United States of America) proposed that the Committee

should meet for one or two days before its next session to consider its programme

of work, in the light of the discussions to be held in the General Assembly. His

delegation would await the statement of the financial implications of holding the

Committee's summer session at Geneva before taking a final decision on the

matter.

The CHAIRMAN said that if there was no objection, he would take it that

the Committee agreed to hold a preliminary meeting before its next session to

consider its programme of work and that a statement to that effect should be

included in paragraph 20 of the report.

It was so decided.

CLOSURE OF THE SESSION

After the customary exchange of-sourtesies, the Chairman declared the ~ession

closed.

The meeting rose at 8 p.m.
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